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I'm a national speaker, author, and

award-winning activist. I'd love to be

a guest on your show.

Would your podcast benefit from a dynamic

and powerful conversation on caregiving,

Alzheimer's, and emotional strength?

Here's the details...



Your guest, Ashley Bendiksen, offer a powerful
conversation on caregiving and Alzheimer's. 
Ashley's mother was only 48 when she developed a

rare case of Alzheimer's. Ashley took on a sudden

and unexpected role as caregiver, which she calls

"challenging and heartbreaking, but also a gift."

While caregiving, Ashley journaled. This became

the foundation for her breakthrough memoir, The
Language of Time. Ashley also became a staunch

advocate for Alzheimer's awareness, successfully

lobbying for healthcare policy change and raising

countless dollars for research.

"Yes! I want to interview someone who can
deeply connect to and impact my listeners!

TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW:

508-525-9972

ashley@ashleybendiksen.com

The Language of Time became a #1 Best Seller in
multiple categories on Amazon in its very first week
and continues to boast 100% FIVE-STAR reviews!

GUARANTEED
EPISODE  PROMOTION

PROFESSIONAL
HIGH-QUALITY  AUDIO

FREE  RESOURCE  FOR
YOUR  LISTENERS

PRE-WRITTEN  QUESTION
PROMPTS  BY  REQUEST

EXPERIENCED  REAL
STORYTELLING  ABILITY  

NON-SALESY ,  ZERO  SELF-
PROMOTION  CONVERSATION

What to Expect...



Ashley Bendiksen is an award-winning activist
and acclaimed national speaker. She's an expert

in abuse prevention, leadership and resilience,

traveling the US to educate and train students,

workplaces, professionals, and the military.

Further, she is represented by the nation's leading

youth speaker agency, Top Youth Speakers®. She

graduated as Valedictorian of Salve Regina

University, despite having dropped out and been

homeless seven years earlier. Driven by a passion

for social justice, she has spearheaded more than

75 social change and philanthropic initiatives. She

currently serves on two boards of directors, and is

the Founder of the Blue Hearts Project, a global

storytelling platform for survivors. She also

coaches and mentors survivors, women, and girls.

Arianna  Huffington 's
Thrive  Global  Magazine

Crime  Junkie  Podcast:
Ashley  Bendiksen ,

Expert  on  Domestic  Violence
LISTEN TO THE EPISODE

Still reading? Here's some more info on
Ashley's impact and life's work!

TWO  FUN  MEDIA FEATURES!

#SHEROPROJECT,
ASHLEY BENDIKSEN'S

INSPIRING STORY
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https://crimejunkiepodcast.com/expert-on-domestic-violence/

